The study aims to identify and validate a parsimonious subset of tests in the commonly used Brief Assessment of Cognition in Schizophrenia (BACS) that allows the evaluation of global cognitive ability. Several permutations of subtests from the BACS were examined to identify the best subset of tests to compose the short form measure. The Brief Assessment of Cognition-Short Form (BAC-SF) was evaluated for convergent validity in healthy and psychiatric samples (N ¼ 3718). Verbal Memory, Digit Sequencing, and Symbol Coding subtests were found to best summarize the variance of composite scores in both Asian and US Norming samples (r ¼ 0.91) indicating that BAC-SF is an appropriate approximation of cognitive deficits. Test re-test reliability of the BAC-SF was adequate (Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) ¼ 0.73) and showed sufficient separation between healthy controls and schizophrenia (Average Predictive Accuracy ¼ 79.9%; replication ¼ 76.5%). Findings indicate that the BAC-SF an could be used as a cognitive screener for large-scale clinical and epidemiological studies. The short form does not replace the need for comprehensive neuropsychological batteries purposed for detailed neuropsychological and clinical investigation of cognitive function. Further replication of the construct might be necessary in other clinical populations.
Introduction
Cognition is an ubiquitous phenotype that has recently been shown to be related to neuropsychiatric, neurological, and various epidemiological phenotypes (Bulik-Sullivan et al., 2015; Clarke et al., 2015; Hagenaars et al., 2016a Hagenaars et al., , 2016b Harris et al., 2015; Hill et al., 2015; Hubbard et al., 2015; Luciano et al., 2015) . There were prior efforts to establish brief batteries for various conditions such as HIV (McCaffrey et al., 1995) , Alzheimer's disease (Mathuranath et al., 2000; Tierney et al., 1996) , Dementia/Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) (Mansbach et al., 2012) , Multiple Sclerosis (Solari et al., 2002) , Schizophrenia (Keefe et al., 2004) , and Cardiovascular Disease (Bauer et al., 2012) . At the same time, the interpretability of neuropsychological batteries is greatly enhanced by normative data that allows performance of individuals to be appropriately referenced (e.g. Ostrosky-Solís et al., 2004; Stricks et al., 1998) .
There continues to be a dearth of Asian normed neuropsychological batteries available, though neuropsychological testing in Asia is becoming an important clinical and research practice (Collinson et al., 2010) . Previously, normative data for the Brief Assessment of Cognition in Schizophrenia (BACS; Eng et al., 2013; Keefe et al., 2004 Keefe et al., , 2008 , and the Continuous Performance TestIdentical Pairs (Cornblatt et al., 1988; Rapisarda et al., 2014) in an adult English speaking Asian descent population was established. It was also demonstrated that normative reference of the MATRICS Cognitive Consensus Battery MCCB (Kern et al., 2008; Rapisarda et al., 2013) ; is broadly applicable to the Asian testing context. With increasing evidence of cognitive functioning being relevant in the broad epidemiological context, alongside reports showing strong correlations with functional outcomes (Green, 2007; McGurk and Mueser, 2004) , the need for cognitive evaluation being directly accessible to the scientific and clinical community is increasing. While comprehensive cognitive assessment might be necessary to evaluate multiple cognitive constructs, quick and brief batteries have their place in assessment of general cognitive function . This is especially so in clinical settings where there is limited time for cognitive evaluations. It is necessary to capitalize on existing normative references to establish a cognitive battery suitable for assessment of cognition in the wider population. Here, using a methodologically rigorous five-part approach, data from studies collected on the BACS in Singapore over the last number of years to identify and assess a combination of subtests from the BACS that could be used as a cognitive screener for fast cognitive assessment e Establishing the BAC-SF.
Methodology

Participants
Data included in the current study were from five studies, namely the i) Singapore BACS Norming Study (Eng et al., 2013) ; a study looking at the normative BACS data in a healthy Chinese sample, ii) US BACS Norming Study ; a study looking at the normative BACS data in a US sample. iii) Singapore Translational and Clinical Research "STCRP" Schizophrenia Case Control Study ; a genetic study of schizophrenia and neurocognition, iv) Longitudinal Youth At Risk Study "LYRIKS" ; a prospective observational study of young adults at ultra-high risk for psychotic disorders, and v) Singapore Cognitive and Neuroimaging Study (Kuswanto et al., 2015) ; a neuroimaging study examining measures of brain connectivity, structure and cognition in schizophrenia. All studies were reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Board: National Healthcare Group, Domain Specific Review Board (DSRB). The investigations were carried out in accordance with the latest version of the Declaration of Helsinki and informed consent of all participants was obtained after the nature of the procedures had been fully explained.
All participants were between 14 and 65 years of age across studies. Participants who had neurological injuries, substance abuse or dependence were excluded from the current study. Healthy controls were also assessed via the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis I disorders (SCID-I, First et al., 2002a) . Healthy controls under current treatment for psychiatric disorders or with first-degree relatives with psychosis (FDR) were excluded in studies i, iii, iv, v. Schizophrenia participants assessed in the current study fulfilled DSM-IV criteria based on the SCID-I (First et al., 2002b) . Demographic details for the US normative study are reported elsewhere (Keefe et al., , 2004 .
Neuropsychological assessment
All participants underwent neuropsychological assessment on the BACS consisting of the Verbal Memory (VM), Digit Sequencing (DS), Token Motor Task (TMT), Semantic Fluency (SF), Symbol Coding (SC), and Tower of London (TOL). Description of the tasks is labelled in Supplementary Table 1.
Data analysis
The BAC-SF was formulated by performing Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) on the BACS subtests to extract an economical subset of tests best representing a composite cognitive factor. Follow up analysis aimed to replicate the short form battery in the US BACS Norming study using similar procedures, computing test-retest reliability in a prospective study, and evaluating case-control predictive value of the short form battery. Finally, internal consistency and added variance analysis was conducted on the BAC-SF.
2.3.1. Stage 1 analysis: EFA for training data -Singapore BACS Norming Study BACS subtests from the Singapore Norming Study were used as the training data. Subtests scores were previously corrected for age and gender and standardized to z-scores (see Eng et al., 2013) . Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was conducted on the six available subtests and the first unrotated component was extracted as the composite factor for BACS e consistent with prior studies that have employed the methodology for large scale genomics studies (Davies et al., 2011 Hill et al., 2015; Lencz et al., 2014; Trampush et al., 2017 Trampush et al., , 2015 . Factor extractions for all possible combinations of three tests out of six available subtests were conducted, resulting in 20 additional factors being extracted. PCA was used to achieve the primary objective was to identify and compute composite cognitive scores for the first factor underlying BACS and the possible three item solutions. Three item solutions were chosen from prior work that suggests a minimum three items were necessary for stable factors (Anderson and Rubin, 1956; Krane, 1979, 1977; Rindskopf, 1984; Velicer and Fava, 1998) . Bivariate correlations were conducted to assess the associations between each factor, BACS composite, and previously computed BACS composite score (Eng et al., 2013; Keefe et al., 2004) . The additional correlations between each factor and previously computed composite scores were done to further identify 'top' correlated 3-subtest factors best representing a cognitive composite score.
Stage 2 analysis: replication of factor associations -US BACS
Norming Study BACS subtests from the US Norming Study were processed via more recently reported methodology (See Trampush et al., 2015) . Age, sex, age x sex, age x age and age x age x sex were corrected for to adjust for linear and non-linear effects of age via regression modeling. Residuals of the regression model were utilized for subsequent analysis. Similar to the approach employed in Stage 1, a BACS composite factor was extracted, and combinations of 3 tests of the 6 subtests were extracted. Bivariate correlations were then conducted to assess the comparability of extracted factors with the BACS composite. Subsequently, data from Stage 1 and Stage 2 were combined, and procedures in Stages 1 and 2 were repeated to demonstrate that the test combinations from both discovery and replication datasets would continue to be consistent regardless of demographic combinations. Independent t-tests were also conducted to confirm measurement invariance in the two datasets (Singapore and US). Finally, the same procedures were repeated using standard averaged z-scores instead of PCA extracted factor scores to further substantiate the use of the selected candidate factor. It is noted that most tests within the BACS assess for cognitive deficits found in schizophrenia, hence a factor extraction would result in a deficit component, but for simplicity of labeling and subsequent discussion of the composite score we have adopted the expression BACS composite and the top associated candidate factor with the BACS composite in Stage 1 and 2 called BAC-SF. Finally, the same procedures were repeated using standard averaged z-scores instead of PCA extracted factor scores to further substantiate the use of the selected candidate factor.
Stage 3 analysis: test retest reliability of BAC-SF e LYRIKS
Test retest stability of the top candidate factor was assessed in a longitudinal analysis of healthy individuals followed up over 2 years. All cognitive measures were previously adjusted via linear regression for age and gender. The first unrotated component was extracted for BACS composite factor and BAC-SF was extracted in a similar manner. This procedure was repeated for BACS measures at 2 year follow up time point. The test retest stability of the BACS composite factor and BAC-SF were assessed via one-way random single measure intra-class correlations. The BlandeAltman plot was computed to examine the level of agreement between BAC-SF and BACS composite. Hierarchical linear regression models were performed to examine if inclusion of a third item in BAC-SF substantially explained additional variance of BACS composite. A fourth item is added in the third block to examine the level of added variance to the composite score after controlling for BAC-SF. Finally, linear regression was conducted to test co-predictability of each test performance using the five other subtests within the BACS iteratively to evaluate the adequacy of the short battery to cover most domains within the BACS.
Results
Demographics
Sample characteristics of each study are reported in Table 1. A total of N ¼ 3718 participants were utilized in the current study, of which N ¼ 897 had a DSM-IV diagnosis of schizophrenia.
3.1.1. Stage 1 analysis: EFA for training data -Singapore BACS Norming Study PCA for the BACS subtests showed that only the first factor had eigenvalue ¼ 2.124, explaining majority of the variance (35.41%). The leveling off of eigen values on the scree plot after one factor further supports a one factor solution. Since factor rotation was used to simplify a data structure with multiple factors, no rotation was required as EFA indicated a single-factor solution. The factor loadings for BACS subtests were R VM ¼ 0.702, R SC ¼ 0.654, R DS ¼ 0.629, R SF ¼ 0.603, R TOL ¼ 0.564, R TkMT ¼ 0.355. Bivariate correlation analysis for each extracted factor of various subtests, BACS composite and previously computed BACS composite Z score is reported in Table 2 . The top three factors that were associated with BACS composite were "VM DS SC", "DS SF SC" and "VM SF SC".
Stage 2 analysis: replication of factor associations -US BACS Norming Study
A replication of the findings in the Stage 1 analysis was conducted on the US BACS Norming Study . Bivariate correlations were conducted for each permutated factor and BACS composite. Correlations were then ranked. The top ranking permutated factor in the US Norming data was "VM DS SC" (r ¼ 0.929), replicating earlier Stage 1 findings. The Singapore and US Norming samples were then combined and bivariate correlations repeated yielded similar findings with "VM DS SC" being the top ranking factor (r ¼ 0.911; Table 3 ). The "VM DS SC" factor is renamed BAC-SF in subsequent analysis. Combined Singapore and US scatterplot for BACS composite and BAC-SF is shown in Fig. 1 . The independent sample t-test results show that the BACS subtests scores; BAC-SF and BACS factor scores do not differ significantly between the two datasets (Singapore and US), supporting measurement invariance (Table 5) . When the same procedures were repeated using the standard averaged z-scores instead of PCA extracted factor scores, "VM DS SC" was consistently ranked the second highest factor, regardless of sample type, while the top-ranking factor changed from "DS-SC-TOL" in the US sample to "DS-SF-SC" in the combined sample (Supplementary Table 3 ). As Pearson's r between the two highest permutated factors differed minimally, the consistently high correlation between "VM DS SC" and BACS standard averaged z-score supports the selection of "VM DS SC" as the candidate factor.
Stage 3 analysis: test retest reliability of BAC-SF -LYRIKS
BACS composite and BAC-SF were calculated in the healthy controls of the LYRIKS study , both at baseline and 2 year follow up. BACS composite showed adequate test-retest reliability (ICC ¼ 0.768, p < 0.001). The test-retest reliability for BAC-SF was comparable (ICC ¼ 0.734, p < 0.001). SPLOM scatterplots are shown in Fig. 2. 3.1.4. Stage 4 analysis: prediction of case control status -STCRP schizophrenia case-control study & Singapore cognitive and neuroimaging study ROC analysis using STCRP schizophrenia case-control dataset showed that the Area Under Curve measures for Cognitive "g" Fig. 3 ). It is also notable that BAC-SF remained as the highest associated factor with BACS composite when analysis procedures in Stage 1 were implemented for both healthy controls (r ¼ 0.887) and schizophrenia subjects (r ¼ 0.919). ROC analysis using the Singapore Cognitive and Neuroimaging dataset (Kuswanto et al., 2015) Fig. 4) . BAC-SF and BACS composite were highly correlated for both healthy controls (r ¼ 0.905) and schizophrenia subjects (r ¼ 0.950).
Stage 5 analysis: level of agreement between BAC-SF and BACS and added variance of BAC-SF e US & Singapore BACS Norming Study
The BlandeAltman plot (Fig. 5) shows that the scores between BAC-SF and BACS fall within the 1.96 standard deviation margin, showing good agreement between the two batteries. Hierarchical linear regression showed that the addition of a third item in BAC-SF significantly explained additional variance (average R 2 change ¼ 14.1 percent) of BACS composite over and above the other two items of BAC-SF. The addition of a fourth item, after controlling for BAC-SF, significantly explained additional variance (average R 2 change ¼ 5.9 percent) of BACS composite (Table 4) . Finally, linear regression demonstrated that for all tasks within the BACS, verbal memory, digit sequencing, and symbol coding contributes to unique variances in predicting performance in BACS subtests (Supplementary Table 2 ).
Discussion
Cognitive performance has been shown to be an important construct in neurological, psychological, psychiatric and more recently, epidemiological domains. To further enhance our understanding of cognition as a general construct in large epidemiological and clinical populations, a brief cognitive screener was proposed based on available normative data in both Asian and US Norming samples. Here, we examined the BAC-SF, which comprises of the Verbal Memory, Digit Sequencing, and Symbol Coding subtests. The BAC-SF was established via extraction of unrotated components of different permutations of BACS subtests. A high degree of correlation was found for BAC-SF and BACS composite in both training and validation datasets (Eng et al., 2013; Keefe et al., 
2008
). It was also demonstrated that BAC-SF exhibited adequate test-retest reliability . BAC-SF was highly correlated with the battery's composite score in schizophrenia subjects and showed adequate separation between healthy controls and schizophrenia in two independent datasets (Kuswanto et al., 2015; Lam et al., 2014) .
Results reported were consistent with prior reports that most neuropsychological batteries tend to aggregate to a general cognition factor (Johnson et al., 2008 (Johnson et al., , 2004 . Indeed, recent evidence demonstrated that a unitary construct subserves performance in the BACS (Hochberger et al., 2016) in first-episode schizophrenia and their first degree relatives, supporting the notion of a generalized cognitive deficit in schizophrenia (Dickinson et al., 2008) .
A two-item cognitive battery such as the recently validated Brief Neurocognitive Assessment (BNA) (Fervaha et al., 2015) has a much shorter administration time (9 min) compared to BAC-SF (15 min). However, we chose a three-item battery over a two-item battery for two reasons. First, we have elected to use an EFA to extract the first unrotated principal component to approximate the BACS composite to keep the methodology consistent. The caveat for such an approach is that a three items are necessary such extraction methodology. Second, inclusion of a third item in BAC-SF from possible two-item combinations increased shared variance with the BACS composite by 14.1 percent. Although inclusion of a fourth item into the BAC-SF significantly increased the shared variance too (averagely 5.9 percent), cost benefit of administration time versus a small increase in variance may not justify increasing the number of tests as a cognitive screening in clinical settings.
Though the BAC-SF may require a slight increase in administration time compared to other 3-item batteries such as the B-CATS (10 min) (Hurford et al., 2011) and A-BACS (11 min) (Kaneda and Keefe, 2015) , it is likely to be comparable to other short batteries within clinical settings. The longer administration time could be attributed to the inclusion of the verbal memory task (7 min) in BAC-SF, excluded in B-CATS (trail making B, digit symbol and category fluency) and A-BACS (comprised of digit symbol, digit sequencing and token motor task). A strategy that focuses on brevity -greatest amount of variance in the global cognition score per minute of administration time -was used in the short battery development for B-CATS and A-BACS. Verbal memory related tests, initially identified amongst the top few variance-explaining subtests for global cognitive score, failed to perform when administration time is accounted for. Inclusion of verbal memory task, within the BAC-SF, may address the issue of domain homogeneity encountered in briefer batteries: e.g. Subtests included in the A-BACS and B-CAT are known to load on processing speed (Hurford et al., 2011; Kaneda and Keefe, 2015) . It was demonstrated that items within the BAC-SF did indeed represent most tasks within the BACS. Had other test configurations been employed, it would be likely that the verbal component would not have been adequately represented in the short battery; BAC-SF is similar to the 3-item Brief Cognitive Assessment (BCA) (Velligan et al., 2004) . Both batteries have similar administration time (15 min) and both putatively assess a variety of cognitive domains (BCA -Verbal memory, processing speed and executive functioning, BAC-SF e Verbal memory, processing speed, working memory). However, the selection of subtests for BAC-SF is data driven from the largest sample to date and the systematic approach adopted maximizes the representativeness of subtests measuring cognition as a cognitive screener.
There is evidence that suggests that verbal memory and processing speed improved the discrimination between healthy individuals and schizophrenia (Dickinson et al., 2008) . It was also observed in the current analysis that most permutated factors that were highly correlated with the BACS composite score comprised of the Symbol Coding or Verbal Memory subtests. This is consistent with prior discussions that processing speed measured by Symbol Coding subtest, as well as episodic memory measured by Verbal Memory subtest, are consistent discriminators of schizophrenia case control status and also good approximation of "g" (Dickinson et al., 2013 (Dickinson et al., , 2007 . While BAC-SF is likely to be useful as a cognitive screener or brief cognitive battery for epidemiological work, it is necessary to recognize that was never designed to replace comprehensive neuropsychological evaluations. In prior reports e.g. Dickinson et al. (2010); Lam et al. (2014) , subtle cognitive factor structure differences between healthy controls and schizophrenia subjects were demonstrated, suggesting subtle variation in biological underpinnings of cognitive function. Moreover, the principle behind administering appropriate number of neuropsychological tests to triangulate specific brain functioning has been a mainstay strategy of clinical neuropsychological practice. Hence, it is clear that extracting BAC-SF plays a strategic research role making cognitive assessment more readily accessible, but does not replace the gold standard of detailed clinical neuropsychological assessment practice for understanding neural function. Re-examining item level tests sensitive to biological changes might be a priority for further refinement at the psychometric level in subsequent studies.
There are limitations that could be address in future work i) The age inclusion across studies reported here are mainly adult samples, ranging from young adulthood to middle aged adults. It is necessary to repeat procedures in the current study in younger and older subjects beyond the current coverage of age inclusion. This would extend the generalizability of BAC-SF; ii) We only reported the utility of the BAC-SF in discriminating between schizophrenia cases and healthy controls in two independent schizophrenia cohorts, further case-control discrimination in other psychiatric and non-psychiatric conditions is necessary to examine the convergent and divergent validity of BAC-SF; iii) BAC-SF is only validated through comparison with the BACS, further comparisons between BAC-SF and other comprehensive neuropsychological batteries are required to improve its external validity; iv) while there is fair separation between healthy controls and schizophrenia cases based on PPV indices, the caveat is that NPV is modest for both BACS composite and BAC-SF. This phenomenon is especially so for smaller datasets, underscoring the importance of more comprehensive cognitive assessment and that the BAC-SF would only be effective to the extent that it is applied as a cognitive screener; v) the internal consistency measures for the BACS composite and BAC-SF is modest (within the 0.6 range). One of the reasons is that the combinations of tests violates the unidimensionality assumption with the battery. However, that should not be surprising, as each subtests was originally designed to represent a singular cognitive domain (Keefe et al., 2004) . This supports the notion that the utility for full neuropsychological evaluations could not be replaced by short cognitive screeners; vi) We noted that excluding individuals who are first degree relatives increases the relative sensitivity of the BAC-SF. Data on relatives of patients with schizophrenia would suggest that first degree relatives perform approximately 0.5 SD below the general population (Seidman et al., 2010; Snitz et al., 2006) . Nevertheless, considering rates of nonaffective psychosis in the population at rates of 10e20%, this would suggest that the advantages that healthy controls would gain would be approximately 0.03e0.12SDs. Thus, increase in sensitivity is minimal. Data reported in the current study are the largest to date for a validation of a short battery, leveraging on a systematic, multistage approach to demonstrate reliability and validity. We employed data driven approaches to demonstrate that BAC-SF is sufficient in describing general cognitive function "g", and is likely to be generalizable across a fairly wide youth to adulthood age range. The concordance of results from the US based norming reference also suggests that generalizability extends beyond Asian samples. The BACS-SF is a brief standardized test that is straightforward in its administration. It does not require much additional time for postscoring and has minimal training demands. In the era where increasingly large datasets are required to answer key questions of biology relevant to psychiatric illnesses, a short form battery facilitates these endeavours. Using principal component extraction of the first un-rotated principal component has been the main approach across several studies that consist of various tests. As larger datasets are collected to improve statistical power for such investigation, it is also necessary to consider both manpower and funding resources required to collect large databases of cognitive measures. A balance between deeply phenotyping subjects and having an adequately large sample size to power the study needs to be struck. Brief batteries like the BAC-SF would be an asset to the cognitive researcher as one of the tools available for large scale studies. 
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